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THURSDAY — JUNE 13, 1964

Quotes From The News
Sy UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
President Johnson, promising to search for more
ways to scale down the arms race
-We shall work for an agreement that will not only
avoid another costly and futile escalation of the arms
race but de-escalate it."
TOKYO -- Radio Peking, expressing Communist
China's attitude toward the nuclear nonproliferation
treaty which it called a Russo-American plot:
-To hell with it."

BOULDER, Colo. — Mrs. Joyce Hales, of Sou/der,
. comparing hordes of hippies coming here to await the
"end of the world." to Boy Scouts:
"I'd rather have them up there than some of the
Boy Scouts who have been here The hippies keep a
cleaner camp"
WASHINGTON — Dr. J. Mott Corbett, executive
secretary of the National Council for a Responsible
Firearms Policy, urging Amreicans favoring stricter
firearms control to write to their legislators:
-Public opinion polls show that 70 per cent of the
American people favor stricter firearms control but the
well-organized opponents of such legislation have been
generating a much larger volume of mail to Congrest
than our side has been able to do."

Bible Thoughtfor Today

MURRAY, Ky. — Tues., June
11, 1968 Murray Livestock Auction.
CATTLE: 317, CALVES: 40:
Slaughter cows steady to 25c
lower. slaughter bulls 25 to 50e
lower, slaughter calves and
vealers steady to weak, feeder steers and heifers steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
Cutter
$16.25318.00-19.00:
$18.00, canner 814.50-16.25.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
to Good over 1200 lb $21.0022.00, Cutter 800-1000 lb. $19.2521.00.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
VEALERS: Choice 280-400 lb.
125.25-27.50; Mixed Good and
_Choice 22.75-25.00. Choice vealers 190-235 lb 333.00-35.25,
Mixed Good and Choice $31.0033_00. Standard $27.25-29.00.
FEEDER STEERS: Choice 550750 lb $24 75P6 50; Mixed Good
mod Choice $23.50-24.75, Good
$21 75.2350, Standard $19.002175 Choice 300-500 lb $2900
31.50, Mixed Good and Choice
$27 50-29.00. Good $25.25-27 50.
Standard $23.50-25.25
HEIFERS. Choice 500-700 lb
$2275-24.50, Mixed Good and
Choice 821.50-2275, Good $19.
75-21 50, Standard 818.50-21 50
Choice 300-503 lb 82375-25.75.
Mixed Good and Choice 822.50
24130, Good $21 50-22.50. Stan
dard $19.002130

ContsaJous
From

1

LEDGER• TIMIS VILE
Pictured today are the new automatic dial office
building and the new business office of the Southern
Bell Telephone Company which are almost completed at
7th and Olive Streets
Al Hewett, Production Clerk at Murray Manufacturing Company, and Scoutmaster of a Scout Troop at
South Pleasant Grove, has been chosen a-s the recipient
of a special scholarship to the Volunteer Training Center at Philmont Scout Ranch In New Mexico
Mr and Mrs R W Weatherford celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary on June 1 at their home in
Puryear, Tenn
The Second Army Sentinel, June 9th issue, carried
the names of the Distinguished Military students of the
Murray State College ROTC unit They included Fred L.
Wilson, son of Mr and Mrs Greene 0 Wilson of Murray.
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Boy Scouts of Murray have started clearing the
cemetery of brush where the grave of Nathan B Stubblefield, inventor of radio, is located /The United Daughters
of the Confederacy plan to erect a fitting monument.
n-feachink In Texat,
—befMrs—Koska-lone.i. Who has
Is now home Her late husband, Will Jones, had been a
postman out of Hazel on Route One for nearly forty years
before his death
New officers of the Arts and Crafts Club are Mrs,
R T Wells, Mrs. J T. Wallis, Mrs Charles V Farmer,
Mrs E A Lassiter, Mrs Vernon Stubblefiekl, and Mrs.
L E Owen
A largemouth bass weighing 81 pounds and measuring 24j Inches in length, with an 18 inch girth, was
caught in Kentucky Lake by E C. Viers of Louisville

"

SUILDERS OF FINS
MEMORIALS
Porter White • Meneger
753-2512
111 Maple St.

SOUTH

SPECIAL
Sim:Oros Sought
HOLLYWOOD , UPI ) — The
Soviet Union as made preliminary inquiries about acquiring
television rights to the 1967
television specials of Frank
and Nancy Sinatra

By law, the French get a
three-week annual vacation.
Executive Digest reports In
collective
practice, through
bargaining, four weeks are.
standard. In West Germany,
workers receive an average of
three and one-half weeks In
Belgium. it's three but employ- Collins Signs
HOLLWOOD I UPI) — Gan,
es receive double pay during
Collins signed a long-term conthat time
tract with Universal and will
co-star in his first assignment
R. Keel and Carolyn J oy cc with Andy Griffith in "An AnAdHenry
in
lots
Keel.; two
gel in My Pocket."
dition.
Harry J. Fenton to Dan W. Waterproof
Miller and Patricia N Miller;
Mo , UPI
AUGUSTA
lot in Glendale Subdivision.
Dorothy Struckhoff lost her
Bon0.
C.
to
Dixon
H.
B.
watch while helping place
durant and Lucille Bondurant: sandbags along a swollen river.
three lots in Beale and Holton The watch was found eight
Woodlawn Addition.
months later in a field that
Maurice Ryan to Richard K. had been flooded at the time.
Miller and Page Miller; lot on Miss Struckhoff said the watch
still keeps time
Olive Street.

20% Discount on all
Nursery Stock
JUNEorON-LY
To make room for new stock
arriving soon.

Shirley Garden
Center
Phone 753-8944

511 N. 4th

SWANN'S
GREEN GIANT WHOLE KERNEL
White Shoepeg
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'Laws pumsay----Speaking
in- Belgrade over nationwide
radio and television, President Josip Bros Tito blames
himself and the Communist
party for student unrest in
Yugoslavia He promised tu
secure the sweeping social
.end educational reforms demanded by the rebels

14140N

I
CAMBODIA

MURRAY Drive•In
a Theateemikm
"
611
'

20 Years Ago Today

ROUNDUP

Lockwood Sigraid
HOLLYWOOD )UPI)—Os:
Lockwood has been signed 1,
co-star with Anouk Aimee in
"The Model Shop"

Daily

* TODAY thru SATURDAY

Rom* Location
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) "Stuntman" sounds like a Hollywood picture, but it is being
shot in Rome starring Gina
Lollobrigicla and Robert Vihero

Vietnam

3 870 WOUNDED
IS RICORD will
—

Srios.
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143$ U.i. 101110,

Zelda Galloway to Jean Sto
ry, power of attorney.
Hedy T. Miller, by James M
Lassiter, attorney in fact.
Trustees Peoples Bank: three
lots in Panorama Shores Sub
division
Herman Crouch and Martha
Crouch of Memphis. Tenn., to
Wayne Wilson, Jean Wilson
and Larry Wilson; lot in Crest•
mere Subdivision.
Thomas Redden. J. G. Wal
lis, J. H. Shackelford, and L
P. Hendon to L. P. Hendon
and Velma Hendon: lot in Sha
Wa Circle Subdivision.
Tommye D. Taylor and Gray
eon McClure to Joseph N. Ber
ry and Haline T. Berry: lot on
Main Street.
W. C Jackson and Sarah H
Jackson of Memphis, Tenn., H.
B. Jackson and Ruby K Jack
son of Madisonville to William
H. Roberts and Hittie Roberts.
lot in Jackson Acres Subdivision,
Eugene H Geurin and Muncie
Geurin to Geurin Construction
Co.. Inc.: lot in Sha-Wa Circle
Subdivision.
Eugene H. Geurin and Will
D. Geurin to Geurin Construction Co., Inc.; lot in Sha-Wa
Circle Subdivision.
Thomas Redden, J. G. Wallis.
J. H. Shackelford. and L. P.
Hendon to Eugene H. Geurin
and Munice Geurin; lot in SheWA Circle Subdivision.
Robert E. Sholar and Marie
Sholar to William . R. Whitis
property
an .
on Highway 641 North.
Johnnie Walker and Kathryn
Walker to Kenneth Melvin and
Charlene Melvin: correction of
deed on property in Calloway
County
Robert H. West and Ruth M.
West of Dearborn. Mich., 1.)
Purdom Lassiter and Mildred
Lassiter: lot in Lakeway Shores
R. L. Morris and Essie Morris to Ronald Pat Hodges. 154
acres on Old Murray and Wadesboro Road.
W. Gene Lovins and Julie
H. Loyins to James Hall and
Elinor Jane Hall: lot in Keene•
land Subdivision.
Trustees Peoples Rank
Murray. Ky,. to Vernon P. Pr).
son and Vera A. Presson, thu.
lots in Panorama Shores Stu.
division.
B Wall Melugin to Kenneth

Wrath is cruel. —Proverbs 27:4.
It.„%cruel to the one who yieli# to it arid to the object ok! Wrath as well 'We should learn to control wrath ,
1t only to destawy evil sid inj ustiee
and 6011,

Ten Years Ago Today

-

TIMES

Land
Transfers

Federal Hog
Market Report
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HEAT 'N EAT

NON-DAIRY COFFEE GREAHEA

in ('0 1,0 R

75'
HAM SHANKS
57
2
PORK
BAR-B-1) CHICKEN_ _
MACARONI-015-o. can 22 FIG BARS _
49 MILK
ED BEANS — 27:53' CRACKERS _ 35
Produce
liSPAN giant 790 PINE SOL
iC i'
4g0 SQUASH
lb. 20*
Dish
lb. 5*
inIVELS OR CLOTHS 79" NO-PEST STRIPS — $1. 8 CABBAGE
470
ea. 39'
3
lbs.
NI
25'
ONIONS
BON
4
IVORY _ _ _ BARS 29e
15-oz.

`GAMBIT"

Morton House Sliced

with Gravy —

'Nhirley MacLaine and

'
for 8g(4

Sweet Sue - 10-oz. can

Michael Caine

Shopping for a Color TV?
If so, shop with everyone, but

Franco-American

* SUN. - MON. - TUES. - WED. *

Be Sure and Shop With Us!

TV Service Center

Cloverleaf

Flavor-Kist

— — 2 lbs.

Morton House - 15-oz.

Sunshine

THE SCREEN'S
MOST

1

1 lb.

5-oz. Size

312 North Fourth -- Phone 753-5805

FreeBu

with Brush —

pkg.

TV Technician
Bobby H Wilson
Owner
H • f`
ONLY CURTIS-MATHES OFFERS THE
8-YEAR PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY
•
KELVINATOR APPLIANCE DEALER

I)

Large

Personal Size

40'`
'
EMIIMIASIXIIM COLOR Sr DEttixr
591
Raquel Welch
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Most Anything Can Have "Ears,'
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"BUSINESS ESPIONAGE" These photos of devices used for
"bugging" were demonstrated by Contelo Security Consultants, specialists in detection and prevention of "business espionage," at the recent Security Conference in New York.

I

igned to
Unice In'

iltAVE

A tape dispenser i. opened to re‘eal hidden ear•:'
•

rble

FINN

snorer
i3-2512

Dew kw sewn

into rug. Wire appears to be decorative thread.

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THURSDAY — JUNE 13, 1968

change in the Social Security
Buggy Banking
Law. What was that ?
DURANT, Okla. (UPIi—Mr,
A. — The maximum annual
income subject to self-employ- and Mrs. Lee Wood will go for
ment tax was increased to $7,- drive-in banking, but refuse to
buy a car.
800 this year. This compares to
The elderly couple drive
$6,600 in 1967. At the present
their buggy pulled by a horse
rate of 6.4 per cent, this means
up to the bank window each
the maximum self-employment
month to pay their light bill.
than
it
tax is $76.80 higher
was in 1967.
On a quarterly basis, estiHot film
mated tax payments should be
WHITSTABLE, England
Increased about $20 a quarter
UPD—It's real cops, not Keyto take care of this increase
stone cops, in the latest pofor taxpayers subject to the
lice chase involving Charlie
maximum tax. Failure to make Chaplin.
this adjustment could lead to
Someone stole a 54-year-old
a penalty for underpayment of Chaplin film from a car here.
estimated tax.
Officers who started an areaThe second installment on wide search warned that the
1968 estimated tax payments is old film has a high nitrate
due Monday, June 17.
content and could explode Into
flame at the slightest exposure
W heat.

Q. — What do I do about a
missing refund check? It's
been 3 months since I filed and
I haven't heard anything yet.
A. — Write to your regional
IRS service center telling when
and
you filed your return
where it was sent. Be sure
your social security number as
well as your name and address
so that your refund can be
traced.
Most refund claims have already been processed and the
checks mailed out. By May 17,
a total of 47 million refunds
had been processed amounting
to $8.6 billion
Q. — My return was audited
Q. — How much can I earn and the agent wouldn't let me
this summer before I have to take all the charitable contripay income tax?
butions I'd claimed. Is there
A — When your earnings for anybody else at IRS I can talk
the year reach $600, a return to about this?
must be filed. However, with
A. — You may request a
the exemptions and deductions district conference to discus:
the law provides, there will be the disallowed deductions. Pro,no tax to pay until income cedures for doing this are exreaches $900.
plained on the notice you reDon't forget that if tax is ceive which explains the ad.
withheld from your earnings, justment.
a return must be filed to obtain
any refund that may be due
This conference will provide
Q. — I lost my refund check
you with an independent revies
Can I get it replaced,
the items questioned. Legal
A. — Yes, report the loss to of
your local IRS office They will counsel is not needed but you
may bring someone to repregive you the forms needed to
sent you if you wish.
apply for a replacement check.
In a district conference the
Q. — The notice I received
taxpayer meets with an experon my estimated tax installment
ienced conferee, who is not assaid I might have
sociated with the audit group
my payment because of the
that examined his return.

Experiment
SANTA CLARA, Calif.
(um) ___ A select group of
eighth graders will participate
in an experimental program
this summer at the University
of Santa Clara.
Labeled "Project 50," the
program hopes to Inspire 50
youngsters from low income
backgrounds with college potential to enroll in a college
preparatory curriculum when
they enter high school In the
fall.

NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Five secretaries of state have
become president — Thomas
Jefferson, James Monroe, John
Quincy Adams, James Madison
and Martin Van Buren — but
none since Van Buren in 1829

Wifely Witness
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Phil
Pollack's wife, Mary, was his
witness Pollack with a 3-wood
got a hole-in-one on a 168yard hole Mrs Pollack saw the
ball drop into the cup

NEV DRUM
SET $129.00

Big Refill
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)—
A plan to refill Lake Eyre, a
3.700-square mile marshy depression in Central Australia,
with seawater to create a permanent inland sea is being
considered by the Australian
government, according to
the U.N Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
4 UNESCO)
Water, which
would be brought 200 miles by
canal from Spencer Gulf, is
expected to aid irrigation, lower
tile inland air temperature and
Increase precipitation.

Choice of Colors:

Red, Blue or
Black Sparkle

Leach's
INJURED WHEN HER HOME was destroyed by Communist
rockets and mortar shells that continue to rain on Saigon, a
South Vietnamese child is comforted by an American soldier

MUSIC ez TV
753-75. ;

DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES —EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR
DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES—EVERY DAY IS DOLLA
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JOHNSON BRIEFS ROCKEFELLER Conferring with Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, Republicah presidential hopeful, at the
White House, President Johnson briefs the governor on
foreign policy developmenis
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Lighting Struck.... The Roof Collapsed
And Our Warehouse Flooded...
MEN'S AND BOYS'
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PANTS
•WESTERN JEANS
•WORK PANTS
•CASUAL ANIURESS SLACKS
•DRESS UP JEANS
•PERMANENT PRESS AND
PURE FINISH FABRICS

4/1
-4
0
111
tit

Values To $5.95
OM.

Others At

'Equivalent capacity 1967 model.

f

PANTS

-c

SELECT FROM

• Sound Barrier hushes operating sounds . . . Reserve Cooling Power`'... for extra hot,humid days.
• Dehumidifies — removes up to 18 gallons of water
every day.
...Weather
• Air Exchanger exhausts smoke-filled air.
Wheel air direction . . . Two fan speeds ... Washable germicidal filter.

WIITEll 1)1114110ED

0

)
10

Powerful-will cool an entire apartment
...shop or large office ... even a small
home with adequate air circulation

39

Announce
Special Shipment Of

MM.

CL5

HIGH CAPACITY 20,000 BTU

- MEN

DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL
STORES—EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES—EVERY
./`
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HEDDON RODS

CHARCOAL
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FLY ROD
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HOOK TIN

FLOATS
Red and White

6 WEB LAWN CHAIR

14 WEB CHAISE LOUNGE

I.
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PICNIC JUG
to
-only at this price

GARDEN
HOSE

94c

Soft Weave
Bathroom

mom
100% VINYL

84c.
$166

SOWS°

9

Perfect

for the fumily picnic.

Keeps

year

beverage

coal

leaver.
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CITRONELLA

BAR-B-QGRILLS

PATIO CANDLES
• SCENTED CAHOUFS
hi Sea
Pena CANOUS
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$ 5,77
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MEN'S
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AFT111-I4AVE aged
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Solo Cold
Cups

33' Scott Towels
2 '100c
(AV
66' "III
109to psalm, loot.package
33'
au NI 1/4" Chuck II

GIFT SET

Pajamas

99(
..78‘

Mastic Ceps

66

Fresh rap
Waxed Paper

3 66c
II

DRILL

1 QUART

VACUUM
BOTTLE

in
MI
It
ACRES OF
in
FREE
Ili

III II •
III
STORE HOURS:

133

PARKING

622

III --NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

9--9 MON thru SAT
1--6 ON SUNDAY
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GIFTS FOR MEN
FOUR mAnows
Men's Inter-Lock
•
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Men's Dress

BanLon Shirts

SLACKS

354

588

Madre.* with fashion collar. Asserted colors to choose from.
- Azov S-M-L-XL.

Men's arms slacks — PenisesPress In both fry anti Mooted
modeis. Pro cuff in a lams array of fabrics and colors. SiDOS

SET

SWIM WEAR

311/

•

A•

DONUS
CRIS

MEN'S

WALK SHORTS

354

1t3
The ideal Oft for tho season at
hand. Give him one from our
largo soittetion of Ow iolost styles
and colors to choose from.

11 to 00

65%cla cron, 35% cotton, Perm°.
Press, soil release. Sizes 29 to
40. Colors: Royal blue, copper,
bloc*.
7
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BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Ky..

STORE HOURS: 9-9 MON.- SAT.

1-6 SUNDAY

Dandee Jumbo
NAPKINS

3 pkg. LugLc
200 Pock
limit 3

SCOTCH HEATHER AFTERSHAVE LOTION and COLOGNE
LIME AFTER-SHAVE
and COLOGNE

166
1
1
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The Flag of the United
States of America symbolism the freedom, equality
and Justice which characterises our nanori It is an emblem of our unity and our
heritage, representing the
traditions and ideals we
hold most sacred.
It follows that our patriotism-our respect and
pride for our heritage-is
reflected when we display
the flag at our homes and
businesses on national
holidays.
Tradition has esrablished
certain rules for the proper
use arid display of the Scars
and Stripes. Following is
a partial list of chose
custorns.
The flag outside on buildings and fla.L.w.affs should be
displayed only from sunrise
to sunset. It should not be
displayed in the open on
days when the weather is
LiarImam r

RIOTING STUDENTS WEAR 14fUiAETS

Preparing to repulse the police, rioting French students wear make-shift helmets at their rooftop positions at the besieged Sorbonne University in Paris following a night of violence. The students were protesting the drowning
demonstrator
I ('.lie ,.A0',.

Local Persons Are
Winners In Horse
Show At Paris
Local persons were winners
at the annual Horse Show.
sponsored by Henry County
Saddle Club and Optimist Club,
held at Paris. Tenn.. on Saturday night with 88 entries in
the various classes.
Horses and riders came from
Mississippi.
Artnasss. Ohio.
Kentucky. Alabama. and Geor- RM. as well as the famed Tenmenet Walking Horses.
I Local winners in the twelve
! classes were as follows.
Class 1. Pleasure ponies ' Pepper. Debbie Johnson of
Murray
• Class 3. Gaited Pleasure
Open - Respond. Barbara Jones of Murray: Elcopaton, Dorsey Hendon of New Providence:
Sally's Fair Lady. Nedra Paschall of Puryear
Clam 5. Shetland Fine Harness 46" and under - Star
Stepper. TOM Banks of Murray.
Class 8. Pony Roadster to
Bike 50" and under - Mr Lee.
Fred Wills of Murray.
Class 12. Five Gaited OpenDebbie Johnson of Murray

FLY THE FLAG ON
THESE DATES
Kw Yeses Dee- lettesery 1
imesepsweese Dire-letneery•
tbseela's Ilirimiwe-febteery 12
Wssiinven's arnhewyhibennry 22
Army Durp-Apni •
assame Samaierr-v
Meeltat's Dae-2a4 Sweaty
is May
Armed Peter Dere-Srd
ie &kw
Offen•noll Der-aedI lea ma
ass.) Mee 30
ffle• DIM (mime 1777)--les• 14 .
ladeopeseleave Dep-Jsity •
labor Dee-10 ebeetbay ins Sri
Cesseseeee Dee-Seceeeasee 17
Ceissesbes Dap-Osseber 12
Wm/ Dee-Oosibie V
Yeeeresis (Arwe•) DerNoreimbet 11
Derp-Mli Tlestaday
•leireeesber
Cbrieseme etep-Oeseaebet 23

1

REMEMBER 'DAD' WITH A
SPECIAL GIFT FROM SAY-RITE

Poplar Spring To
Hold Bible School
The Poplar Spring Bapust
Church will hold its Vacation
Bible School starting Monday,
June 17 and continuing through Friday. June 21
Classes for all ages from
three through fifteen will he
held each morning from 8 30
le 11 30 am The public is invited to attend the school at
the church located on Highway
280. Murray Route Three
Preparation day will be held
Friday. June 14. from nine to
eleven am

WOW Ranger Unit
Members To Meet

Hospital Report
Census -- Adults .... 109
8
Census - Nursery ...
Admissions, June 11, 1168
Master Brad Canter, Route I,
Murray; Mrs Barbara Centers
and baby boy. Route 2, Hazel;
John Woods. Route 5, Murray;
Charles Clayton. 312 South 8th,
Willoughby,
Ralph
Murray:
New Concord: Master Burton
Allbritten. New Concord: Mrs.
Bessie Herndon. 411 South 8th,
Murray: Kell Colson, ,Hardin;
Mrs Effie Laycock, 1612 Ryan,
Murray: Herbert Brinn, 809
Waldrop. Murray, Mrs. Sharon
Jackson and baby girt Route 1.
Alma. Miss Gale Noah, 618 Tennessee Street, Paducah: Mrs.
Helen Hogancamp. 1313 Main
Street. Murray: Mrs Kay Thorn
and baby boy, Dexter, Mrs.
Captola Miller. 1106 Mulberry
Street. Murray; Mrs. Lillian
Miller, Dexter; William Dulany,
Route 1, Murray: James Oakley. Hardin, Robert Forrest. Rt.
1. Murray. Mrs Lydia Henry,
Route 3. Murray. Mrs. Linda
Clifford and baby boy. 914 College Court. Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Allie Boggess. 415 South
10th. Murray. Mrs 'Ellen Hogancamp. 1313 Main Street,
Murray Miss Marsha Robert,
Route 1. Dexter illafferd L.
Rogers. Route I. Murray: Mrs.
Velera Rowland. Route I. Murray. Chester O'Braynt. Route
S. Benton. Wiley Hampton, 408
Cherry Street, Murray. Mrs.
Martha Roberson, Route 1.
Kirksey

Mrs. Logan Harmon
Rites Held Today
Funeral senores for Mrs. Logan (Ethel) Harmon were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the Green Plains Church of
Christ with Bro. Dean Crutchfield officiating.
Pallbearers were Sandy Harmon. Ronnie Pool, James Lee
Harmon. Hugh Cooper, Billy
Pool and Dewey Grogan. Interment was in the Murray Memorial Gardcne with the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements.
Mrs Harmon, age 75. died
Tuesday at the Convalescent
Division of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Survivors are her husband,
Logan Harmon, daughter. Mrs.
Ruth Hughes. son, Roy A Harmon. brother. Roy Pool, four
grandchildren, and two great
grandchildren.

All members of WOW Rang
er Unit 814 between the ages
of 8 and 18 should meet at the
large pavilion of the city park
Saturday. June 15. at two p m
District Manager James A
Presley's Reel Woes
leaders will
13.• Parker. and other
HOLLYWOOD 4 UPI
s Presley
spending more be present ti chinas the St
time in Hollywood than before. Lows ball game trip
If unable to attend, please
has purchased a new home
call James A. Parker at 753above Beverly Hills
4377 or 753-1910
Meredith in 'Contract'
HOLLYWOOD UPI , -Bur- Griffith Signs
gess Meredith landed a supHOLLYWOOD
VP1
porting role with James Co- Character actor Hugh Griffith
burn I..ee Remick and LIM signed with Warners for a top Fess Directs
HOLLYWOOD .L:PI --Peas
Palmer in "Hard Contract" for role in "Two Times Two" to
Parker. television's "Daniel
20th Century-Pox.
be filmed in Paris
Boone." will -direct the first
episode of the show's-fell seaSire Diver
Reynolds in italeis'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I.-John
UPI'-For- son
HOLLYWOOD
7.
Phillip Law ioins Burt Lancas- mer telegision start Burt Reyter and Gene Hackman as the nolds }inns Jim Brown and
youngest of three sky divers in Raquel Welch in -100 Rifles"
ONE CITED
-The Gypsy Moth*"
for 20th Century-Pox

dkà

FLY BAIT

Brother Of Local
Men Passes Away,
Paducah Hospital

YOUR COMPLETE
GIFT
HEAD I DARTERS

'"oniaasell

Rudolph Roberts of Paducah,
brother of Hoyt and Clyde Roberts of Murray, died Wednesday about noon at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He
was 57 years of age.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Esther Roberts, two daughters,
Linda and Brenda Roberts, and
one son. Gary Roberts, all of
Paducah, one sister, Mrs. Hollie Luther of Freeland, Mich.;
four brothers. Hoyt and Clyde
of Murray. Bill and Chalmers
Roberts of Detroit, Mich.
Funeral services will be held'
Friday afternoon at the West
End Baptist Church. Paducah.
Interment will be in the cemetery at Lone Oak with nephews
serving as pallbearers.
Friends may call at the Lindsey- Funeral Home, Paducah.

ENGLISH LEATHER
GIFT SETS

0
'6.50
16.00
'4.25
'3.00

Now, At Say-Rite

7.36

8.00 val.

Value
Value
Value
Value

'7.50
'7.25
'5.50
'4.25

Value _ _ _
Value _ _ _
Value
Value _ _ _

'6.90
16.67
'5.06
'3.91

The piano students of Mta
John C. Winter were presented
in two informal recitals last
weekend in-the home of their?
tesehei.
Those playing for their par- oN
ents, families and friends on
Friday and Saturday evenings
Karen Cremer, Joni
were
Scott. Lisa Winters. Phyll,
Coleman. Tricia Kline. Nan ,
Gamlen. Denise Hook. Rho'
da Garland. Paula Poyner. Be!
Hendo:
Carolyn
Garrison.
Christy Scott. Donna Kelle
Tammy Boone, Carolyn Sew .
Tony Boone, Jane Wagar, Gim
er Gilliam. Tommy Keller, Te:
n Turner. Larry Robinson. R.,
chael Baar. Jayne Scott. Mar,
SAV-RITE
Ey rl Winter
awards
special
Receiving
iM11111WeMei eMa. eiMetiel=s4sMOS
were Karen Cremer, Lisa Win- Wseelleb-ssters, Ginger Gilliam. Jayne
F.,:ctt, and Mary Eyr1 Winter.

'6.95 Value
'6.00 Value
'5.00 Value

'5.70
'5.28
'4.40

a
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-LET DAD ENJOY HIS OWN-

Jeannie Pat Miller
At Medical School
M156 Jeanilie . Pat Millar.

daughter of Mr and Mrs. Cy
Miller of Hazel, is attending the
Mid State Medical Academy at
Nashville, Tenn
The Hazel girl is taking a
course in medical technology
Ind x-ray at Nashville She is
a 1968 graduate of Calloway
County High School.

Venela Sexton Is
Named Medalist

10.88

-

4=0,......41.110.441.111101.44411.0.414.11111.,
'ii-

RADIO

7.88

ON JUNE 16

$

TRANSISTOR RADIO
AM-FIA

AM-FM-AC or DC

31.51

Chi
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REMEMBER DAD
ONLY AT SAV-RITE!
MAKE FATHER HAPPY
NORELCO RAZOR $ 11 itg
WITH A CAMERA!
RECHARGABL
POLAROID SWINGER
CANDY SALE
Reg. 69' Candy
BIG SWINGER
s 13.88
MINTS

Venela Sexton was the medalist for the regular ladies day
golf held at the Calloway County Country Club on Wednesday
Low putts went to Alice Pur
dom Frances Parker had the
poker hand and Betty Jo Pur(inc person was cited for not dom was par on No 8 Jane
having -4 city auto sticker by Fitch was the golf hostess.
A ladies day luncheon was
the Murray Police Department
served with Mrs Stark Erwin
on Wednesday morning
as chairman of the hostesses.
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SAV-RITE'S LOW PRICE

Check Our
• EMEMBER FATHER'S DAY . . .
•
Half -Price
with Say-Rite's fast, high quality Film Developing Table For
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You can pay less for Fly
Bait, you can pay more
you can buy it colored
blue, red, yellow or
pork but why tatte a
rh5nte7 If you have a
Fly Problem outs,cle. use

•
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STORE HOURS:
Monday -Thursday
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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JADE EAST GIFT SETS

This is the ORIGINAL
Sugar Fly Bait
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Present Recital
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ment parts, the department is
expected to rule that the following are examples of nonexempt items: batteries, tires,
fan belts, mufflers, sprak plugs,
plow points, bolts, and springs.
Examples
of
attcahments
that are exempt, according to
the department, are items used
with farm machinery to improve efficiency or to diversify
ing units, brooders, incubators, the
functions of such machinautomatic egg-gathering sysery as hydraulic systems, weitems, egg processing equipghts, hiteches, and dual-wheel
ment, automatic feeding equipassemblies.
ment and automatic waterers
In each case of where a sales
Not exempt, the department
tax exemption is claimed a
said, are such containers and
farmer must sign a tax exstorage facilities as milk cans.
emption certficate for the selwash tanks, watering tanks, egg
ler, the department said.
baskets,,,.,a2r-mechanical silos,
non-mechanical feeders, grain
bins, and oil and gas storage Living by Remote Control'
tanks.
NEW YORK EUPI)i — Th.
Such hand tools as wheel- coaxial cable can make possible
barrows, hoes, rakes, shovels, countless new conveniences to
wrenches and also are not ex- homes that are on community
empt. Neither are attachments' antenna
television
CATV
not considered essential to the systems, according to the head
operation of such machinery as of an electronics firm.
The coaxial cable has 20.000
tractor cabs, cigarette lighters.
radios, and others, unless they times the information carryare purchased as part of an as- ing capacity of the telephone.
says Dr. Leon Riebman. presisembled unit.
The department said such it- dent of American Electronic
adding
ems as tobacco sticks, tobacco Laboratories,
that
bed caricass, lawn and garden "CATV opens a whole new era
of
exciting
possibilities — Payequipment and items which are
incorporated into real property ing bills, making bank deposits
and
remote
control of housesuch as stall sta h•
d
age tile, fencing and building hold appliances so that dinner.
for example.. can be started
materials, also are not exempt
-from
Under repair and replace fice •• the golf club or the of-

Kentucky Fanners Get Tax
Exemption On Machinery

TE

HER HERO Maria Palazzo, 5, nearly bursts with admiration
as her fireman father. Anthony. gets a here's award from
New York Deputy Mayor Timothy Costello. "Acting with./ out thought to his own safety," Palazzo helped rescue two
persons trapped in a blazing building.
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SHAH VISITS NEW YORK MAYOR On a "private visit" to the
rnited States. the Shah of ban Irighti chats with New
York Mayor John Lindsay at a luncheon in the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel For undisclosed reasons. extraordinary 44.runty measures were taken during the shah•, arrival at
Kennedy International Airport

Land
Transfers

Kentucky farmers will get
a tax break on farm machinery
purchases starting Thursday
that will save them an estimated $1 million a year.
June 13 is the date the Kentucky sales tax is removed from
farm machinery purchases under a measure passed by the
last session of the Kentucky
Legislature. It was the only
exemption granted by the session that raised the state's general sales tax to 5 per cent.
Since April 1 farmers have
had to pay the 5 per cent rate
on their machinery purchases
because the measure raising the
sales tax to 5 per cent carried
an emergency clause putting
It into effect on that date. The
exemption legislation did not
carry a similar clause and thus
goes into effect 60 days after
the bill was signed.
William B Grant Jr., secretary-treasurer of the Kentucky
Farm & Power Equipment
Dealers Association, Louisville,
estimates the exemption will
save farmers about $1 million.
114? Tax $1.3 Million
State Revenue Department
figures show farmers last year
paid sales taxes on farm machinery totaling $1.3 million.
Grant said farmers won't save
that much becaus on'. machinery used for farming purposes is exempt. Repair parts
purchased are not exempt either.
The new legislation, Grant
said, puts Kentucky dealers on
an equal footing with dealers
most surrounding states
in
which either exempt machinery
or refund the collected tax to
farmers.
Kentucky Revenue Department officials say they expect
to file the regulations governing the farm exemptions today.
Under them, a spokesman said,
machinery used for tilling the
moil in the production of crops,
Including timber, flowers, fruits
and shrubs, is exempt. So is
equipment sold for raising and
feeding livestock and poultry.
and for producing milk, eggs.
wool and other farm products
Rxemptieri Ix piss Listed
In addition to the more corn
*only-known items of farm ma• )
chinery, the department said
examples of exempt items are
irrigation equipment, tobacco
curing equipment, wagons„ por•
table insecticide sprayers, chain
saws,
mechanical
cleaning
equipment. mechanical shop
equipment, mechanical
post BALCONY of the apartment
og Jim Brown. 32. an Los Anhole diggers. sile valoaders, geles.
under which police found Eva Marie Bohnchin. 22
grain and hay elevators, milkBrown inset, pro football great who turned film
actor,
ing machines, automatic washWM• arrested after ., Wasle
with the pollee.
ers. mechanical bulk tanks, cool-

Strange erestarea, these "in‘atters" from outer %pave.

Oder.

Serpent.
LASORATORY ART, these photos might be called. They are from GE's Electronics
Laboratory The "invaders" are a computer's visualization of NASA's
Lunar Module The
"spider" is a dime-size electronic circuit that performs the
functions previously borne
by seven vacuum tubes, 10 resistors and 10 capacitors.
The "serpent" is a drop of new
Iodine-base lubricant on a coil of machined nickel

In 1877, the Russo-Turkish
War began.
In 1935, Jim Braddock del
by United Press International sioned Max Baer to win the
heavyweight -Boxing Champion
Today is Thursday. June 13. ship of the world
the 165th day of 1968 with 201
In 1944. Germany began usto follow.
ing its "buzz bomb" secret weaThe moon is between its full pon on
England during World
phase and last quarter.
War II.
The morning stars are Saturn
In 1967. National Guardsmen
and Venus
were called out to quell a rac• The evening star is Jupiter.
On this day in history:
ial uprising in Cincinnati, Ohio

ALMANAC

A thought for thr.,clay;
poet and dramatist William Butler Yeats, born on this day in
1865, once said, "The years
like great black oxen tread the
world. and God, the herdsman,
goads them on behind."

rhe first recognized auto
speed record for one mile was
39 24 miles per hour. set by
Chasseloup Laubat in a Jeataud in 1898

HEAR A MAN WITH A MESSAGE OF ETERNAL IMPORTANCE...
^

W. Paul • Dailey, Jr., and
Cheryl Dailey Ito Zilpha G.
Cook; four lotif incity of Hazel.
Joseph N. Berry and Malin*
• T. Berry to A. A. (Pont) Nelson and Grace Nelson; lot on
Main Street.
Keniana Development Co.,
Inc., to Ivan B Cook and Sara
Cook of Mayfield; lot in Ken.
Lana Subdivision.
Maurine
Joe Becher and
Bacher of Sikeston, Mo.. to
Ch.ester Bell and Jeanette Bell
of Sikeston, Mo.; lot in Center
4111 Ridge Subdivision.
W. C. Ragsdale to Edward
Turner and Merle June Turner; property on Highway 1550.
Denny P. Smith and Mary
Smith to Betty J. Hinton, 504
acres in Calloway County.
Bobby D. Locke and Patsy
Ann Locke to N. N. Pendergrass and Clarence Morgan, elders of the Coldwater Church
of Christ; property on Highway 121.
James D. Futrell and Nancy
J. Futrell to William H. Bogard and Mary A. Bogard; property on Highway 641.
0. C. Kimbro and Louise Kimbro to Robert Cunningham and
Ruth Cunningham: property on
TVA Road.
A. F. Sykes and W. D. Sykes.
Jr. Sykes Brothers Lumber
•
Company, to Jackie Burkeen
and Shirley Burkeen; property
on Highway 121.
Emanuel 0. Peden and Alta
Peden to Don R. Harris and
Celia E. Harris of Dexter Mo.;
let in Lakeway Shores Subdivision.
Effie Morris, Calvin Morris,
Lynnwood Morris, Euple Mor.
rls, Jane Reaves, and Glindell
# Reaves to Marshall Fuqua; two
lots in Stubblefield Addition.
Fulton E. Young and Irene
C. Young to Calloway County;
road in Fainiew Acres Subdivision.
Mary Virginia Roberts to
Gerald L. Carter and Mary Ann
I Carter; lot on North 8th Street.
Lorene Farmer to William
C. Chaney and Pearl Chaney;
eroperty In Calloway County.
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Time
SUNDAY SERVICES: Bible Study 9:45; Worship 10:40; Sunday Evening 6:00
WEEK-DAY SERVICES: 7:30 P.M. (Monday thru gitaturday)
CHILDREN'S CLASS EACH EVENING 7:15; YOUNG PEOPLE CLASS.GRADES 7-12,5:15
NURSERY SERVICES PROV/DFD EACH SERVICE
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Ronnie L. Hutson In The Sanctuar
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SICIAL EMU

Gtotett-Roach

Vows Read

Thrifty, Mos 1$
The Want Ilida
Club will meet at the City Part
at 9:30 to make picnic baskets.
•• •
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•• •
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•

General Meeting
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Miss Patricia Lynn Pasco Exchanges
Vows With James Edwin Jones, Jr., In
Ceremony At The First Christian Church
•
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ricia Ellis and Miss Lisa Ellis
of Osceola, Arkansas, and Miss
Sally Threlkled of Owenoboro.
Rehearsal Dinner
On Friday evening at the
Murray Woman's Club Mr. and
Mrs. James Edwin Jones of
Mayfield were hosts at a dinner
party following the rehearsal
for the wedding of their son,
James Edwin Jones, Jr. and
Miss Patricia Lynn Pasco of
Murray.
The honored couple's places
were centered with an arrangement of daisies and fern and
matching sprays extended from
the large bouquet down the
center of the tables.
Miss Pasco chose to wear a
pink cotton-lace dress with
matching accessories slid she
and Mr. Jones presented gifts
to their attendants.
Places were marked for: Miss
Jane Bryan; Miss Susan Sparks;
Wes Kay Walks; Miss Sally
Threlkeld of Owensboro; Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Mick of Marion;
Mrs. Richard Farrell; Mr- and
Mrs. William Clayton Nall; Mr.
and Mrs. William M. Porter;
Dennis Noll; William Pasco,
Mr. and Mrs. John Pasco; Thomas Pasco, James Pasco, John
Paso° Jr., Miss Jan Jones of
Mayfield; William C. Nall III;
Mrs. Charles Eldridge of Louisville; Frank Kolb of Mayfield;
Simimuel Allen Lipscoinb o
Marion, Miss Pasco, Mr. Jones,
and the hosts.
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'dies, at a buffet supper held
Fat the club.
The long tables at which the
guests were seated were accented with bands of pink satin ribbon. Rosebuds in shades
of pink and rose, arranged in
silver goblets, and candles were
placed at vantage points on the
tables.
Later Mr. and Mrs_ Jones
left for a short wedding trip.
The bride wore a green linen
dress with a matching green
and white plaid coat. Her accessories were in green and at
her shoulder she pined a single
white gardenia. On June the
7th the bridal couple left by
Jet from New York City for an
extended tour of England.
Scottand and the European Continent.
Out of town guests attending
the wedding were: Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Kolb, Jr., Misses Caroline and Mary Porter Kolb,
Mrs. Claude Janes, Mrs. Bobby
Smith and Miss Pat Smith, Hid
•••
Anderson, William Robertson,
Mary
Miss
Mrs. E. C. Walter,
Ono-Club Mon
Gail Cochran, Mr. and Mn.
HT LOUIS (UPIi — Hall of
Raymond Andrus, Mr. Barry Fame pitcher Walter P JohnJohnson, all of Mayfield. Mr. son spent 21 years with the
and Mrs. Edwin Alin Yarns Washinieton baseball club a maof Murfreesboro, Tennessee; jor league record for pitchers
Miss Sarah Smedley of Padu- serving one club
cah; P. C. Pasco, Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Hendricks of Central
Dirkson's
City; Mr. and Mrs. Pat (tingles
HOLLYWOOD
UPI --Sen
of Nashville, Tennessee; Mr.
Everett Dinuien,
already
and Mrs. Paul Mick of Marion; a
recording
star, will make his
Jay Lipscomb of Marion; Mr. movie debut
in "The Montand Mrs. N. B. Ellis, Miss Pat- i tors"
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BY COURT ORDER, THE RECEIVER of
the DON SOUDER SHOP for MEN
has been ordered to
LIQUIDATE THE ENTIRE STOCK
of the store.
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BEGINNING, MONDAY JUNE 10th

PARS. JAMES 111)WIN JONES, JR.
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bridesmaids wore
The identicaf litiorseemelk prima
were of silk chiffon and featured high necklines with rolled collar and tiny satin -covered
buttons on the bodice. Back
panels of satin falling from the
neckline created a train effect.
The headpieces were of matching tulle caught over satin
bows. Short white gloves were
worn by the attendants and
they earned cascading French
bouquets of rosebuds in varyinto rose.
Mrs. Richard Farrell, organ - ing shades of pink
k 1st. and Mrs William Morris
Frank John Kalb. III, of MayMr. Jones as
Porter, vocalist, were heard in field, attended
were So
traditional nuptial selections best man. Groomsmen
Lipscomb of MarAllen
Thee"
mud
Love
"I
sang
Porter
Mrs
Marion,
Grieg. "0 Perfect Love" ion, Paul Evers Mick,
and
III,
Nall
Clayton
PrayWilliam
Lord's
FOX and "The
William
Matotte. Mrs. Farrell's John Otis Pasco, Jr.
er''
Dennis Corwin
sele:ums included; "God Still Nall Pasco and
Bach, "Be Thou Nall were ushers.
Lives"
Mrs. Pasco chose for h e r
. Bach, "Jesu. JOY
A But Near"
wedding a dress of
Bach.
daughter's
Desiring"
v of Man's
ribbon lace with a
rose
Ganby
deep
..
t"Marche Nuptiale"
whimsey. Her
petal
matching
entrance
ne as played for the
of white cymbidof the wedding attendants. The corsage was
Jones. mothtraditional wedding marches ium orchids. Mrs
groom, was in shell
were used fir the bride's pro- er of the
pink silk knit with accents of
cessi:nal and recessional.
beading Her acceswith
encrusted
centered
was
The altar
in pink and sh,.
were
glasories
white
of
all arrangement
corsage of white
a
eithware
at
also
and
dIA and carnations
er side cathedral tapers burned orchids.
Reception
matching seven branched
following the
Immediately
The
candelabra.
eraught-iron
,
.,
and Mrs. Pasco,
by
Mr.
,ny
:
marked
cerem
were
pews
family
bride, were host3
bridal satin ribbons and tall parents of the
recepti in held
wedding
ivy
the
with
at
tapers intertwined
Woman's Club
burned in the sanctuary win- at the
The brides table was laid In
d.wvs James Humphry Pasco
pink
and Thomas Steven Pasco, bro- pale pink net posed over
- satin and centered by a Dresacoly
were
bride,
the
of
thers
den cherub holding an arrangeles
ment of roses and carnations
Bride's Dress
by her in variegated shades of pink
el Given in marriage
gown and rose. At either side, pink
father, the bride wore a
Chantilacc tapers burned in Dresden che-white
gardenia
• of
lines. rub candelabra to illuminate
. fkshioned along Empire
to the the setting. Garlands of greentapered
sleeves
long
The
were out- ery and flowers accented the
• wrist in points which
al- table. The tiered wedding cake
lined in seed pearls Pearls
a colonial corso outlined the oval neckline was graced with
cage swept to 3 sage of pink and rose florets
And the lace
with
tied in pink ribbons and the
Watteau train accented
-cover table appointments were in sillooped bow and tiny self
fashioned
&ed buttons. Her veil, illusion, ver.
and
Mrs. William Clayton Nall,
tulle
of
vhf layers
bow Jr. and Mrs. Edwin Allen Mortailored
a
from
'cascaded
surrounded by pearl edged pe- ris. of Murfreesboro, Tennescathedral see, aunts of the bride, presidtals of illusion. The
aplength train was edged in the ela.
The register table, overlaid
oliques of lace matching
an imported Italian cloth,
with
gown
Bible was decorated with pink roses
the
carried
bride
The
mother and daisies in an heirloom silwhich was used by her
wedding, ver basket. Mrs David Hull preon the occasion of her
a loose sided at the register. Assisting
and her flowers were
rose- at the reception were Mrs. Dan
eFrench bouquet of white
white Hutson. Mrs. J. Albert Tracy,
buds with a cascade of
Miss Mary Gail Cochran o f
earn ions and greenery.
Maid of honor was Miss Jane Mayfield, Miss Sarah Smedley
Mrs of Paducah, and' Miss Sally
Bryan of Murray and
Charles Eldridge of Louisville Threlkeld of Owensboro. Mrs,
a num
was matrin of honor. Bride Ed Carroll was-heard in
Susan ber of piano selections throughMisses
%%ere
maids
Sparks and Kay Wallis of MOE ut the evening.
of
Buffet Supper
ray Miss AM lines. sister
junior
as
Following the reception Mr.
served
groom
the
nd Mrs. l'asco were hosts to
bridesmaid
out-of-town
The maid of honor aas in a he bridal party,
lam*gown of -*awe.) pink and,Abe uests and members of the
Miss Patricia Lynn Pasco,
,.daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
w Otis Pasco, of Murray, and
Edwin Jones, Jr., son o
V James
Mr and Mrs. James Edwin Jan
is of Mayfield, were married in
a double ring candelight cerc
loony 5 ilemnized Saturday, June
first, at half after five o'clock
In the san:tuary of the First
Christian Chinch of Murray
William M.:.rris Porter
Rev
minister of the church, officiat
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Music While You
Work Irks Worker
By Abigail Van Buren
'I moms slid.. 1,K
DEAR ABBY I work in an office The
management went to
a lot of expense to put in music It's
supposed to increase your
efficiency, but it doesn't increase mine In fact,
it slows me up
Those tunes'bring back memories.
Some are good, but some
are depressing and my mind wanders
off, and I start thinking
about everything but my work.
I asked my boss to cut off the
music where I work. It's a
whole area so they took a vote, and I
lost. So the music stayed
I work a lot better when it's quiet Am
I nuts' Or are they'
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Nobody need
be "nets." You're
emitted to your own preferences
but is a "dernocratk
system." the majority rules. IF. S. If it will
make you feel any
better, I'd have voted with you. I

•.•

FALL AND SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

DEAR ABBY. We are going to a
wedding where the bride
will be 4-months pregnant Both she
and the boy are 18 years
old and will have graduated from
high school the night before.
What is the proper thing to say to
the young couple as well
as to the parents when we go thru
the receiving line?

DON'T FORGET
FATHER'S DAY JUNE 16th

WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING:
"Congratulations."
DEAR ABBY. How many chances
do you think a person is
entitled to' My wife was a nice,
clean-cut girl from a good
Christian home when I married her fin
fact, her Daddy was a
minister I
When our first child was 10
months old I came home from
work one day and found the baby
wet and screaming and all
alone My wife came home in a
taxi at eleven o'clock that
night, dead drunk
She said she went tothe
corner grocery store, met a friend,
and they went out for -a
drink." One led to another and before
she knew it, hours had
passed She begged for one more
chance. so I gave it to her.
This has been going on for 6
years, and it's always the same
story I can't count the 'one
more chance" I've given her
We have two kiddies now,
and my mother says she will take
care of them for me if I
decide to leave my wife Abby, I love
her When she's sober, she's a
wonderful, sweet person, but I
can't go on like this She's
begging for "one more chance"
What should I do'
BIG PROBLEM
DEAR BIG: Tell her you will
give her one more chance if
she epees to give
"Alcoholics Anonymous" a chance. A.
has
succeeded when every other
formula for lasting sobriety. has
failed. They are listed in your
telephone directory. But the one
who needs the help has to do
the calling.
DEAR ABBY: Recently
your column used a letter
describing the techniques of two
mothers when their children
yelled during injections. One
mother promised a new doll if her
daughter would shut up, the
other spanked hers when she
didn't.
I avoid either course by
telling the child, "Remember, it
will hurt a little when the
doctor puts the needle in. If you think
it hurts too much, don't
yell. Just tell him 'it hurts, and he win
take it right out again"
GRANDMA
Everybody has a problem.
What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby. Hot Woo, Los
Angeles, Cal., MO and
enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLF:T. "How
TO HAVE A LoVELY
WEDDING," SEND 11.011 TO ABBY,
BOX 89700. LOS
ANGELES. CAL.. tegell
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Jarvis In Three Hitter
As Braves Beat Cardinals
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By DAVID M. MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA IN -- Pat Jarvis,
a chunky righthander with a
Sneaky fast ball and a lot of

iii xersisaiserwassamermissermisefasou

Detroit Tigers Get Victory
Over Twins On Wednesday

LEDGER

jpp 10

doesn't usually have an overpowering fast ball, throw harder than he did Wednesday
night "He was overpowering
this time," Tillman said. "He
really bore down."
Jai-v19, who didn't give up a
hit until the fifth inning, said
be stuck with his fast ball for
the first half of the game; then
darted mixing in a slider.
14 In Row

He retired 14 men in a row
before Mike Shannon got a
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Galloping Ghost 65 Today
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Sports
on TV

SZ's-

23

Note of Appreciation

ycees To
Bring PBGS

ENJOY . .

We here at Sykes Bros. Lumber Company wish to
express our appreciation to our many patrons over the
past thirty-two years.

To Murray

Music Country Style
7:30- 11:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, JUNE 15th
At The

CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
SPONSORED BY THE MURRAY JAYCEES
$1 Ou
Adults
Admission
50f
Children (12 or under)

CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF
on TV
U. S. OPEN -- June 15-16
Brought to you by your p-ofessienal hidepseesot
Insurance Agent semi displays this seal.

YOURindependent

Insurance

AGENT

SERVES YOU FIRST

National Leasu6
Personna Baseball Grand
W. L. Pct. GS Slam is corning to Murray for
593
35 24
St. Louis
all boys 8-13
32 27 542 3
San Fran
PBGS is an exciting sports
30 27 526 4
Atlanta
three
involving
on
competiti
3229 525 4
Los Ang
skills - baserunning,
Lassie
28 28 500 5
Cincinnati
throwing and batting (off a
28 29 491 6
Chicago
tee) for distance
6
zer'soo
25
Phila.
Every contestant has an ex
New York 21 29 482 6% cellent chance to win an award,
23 32 418 10
Houston
ranging from certificates to a
Pittsburgh 22 31 .415 10 trip, with a parent, to the state.
Wesineeday's Results
zone or national finals
Chicago 4 Cincinnati 1
There will be hundreds of
2
h
Pittsburg
San. Fran 4
in this area, including.
awards
Houston at Phila., ppd., rain city, state and zone champion
Atlanta 7 St Louis I. night
New York 2 Los Angeles 1,
The top eighteen winners
night
from the ten zones will fly to
Pitchers
Preamble
Tetley's
the National Finals for a three
Cincinnati, Cloninger 1-3 at day, all expenses paid advenp.
30
Chicago, Reberger 0-1. 1
ture of a lifetime via Amen
m.
Airlines and the chance
can
Pittsburgh, McBean 5-5 at to be crowned the 1968 Grand
p
4
h3,
Perry
,
Francisco
San
Slam National Champion
as.
The Murray JayCees are von
At
2
7
at
St. Louis, Carlton
soring PBGS in this area in cobiota, Johnson 4-3 or Fteed 6-2 operation with the Murray
8:05 p.
Baseball Association.
Houston. Wilson 47 dt PhilFree entry blanks are availadelphia, Short 3-7, 7 35 p
able through all Little League.
scheduled
games
Only
Park League, and Pony League
Friday's Samos
teach coaches, was well as at
Fran * New York, night participating drug stores, barbChicago at Atlanta, night er shops, and sporting goods
Houston at Pittsburgh, night
Mores in Murray. The deadline
Los Ang at Phila , 2. t444kitit for sending in entries is June
night
St
Louis.
at
i
Cirgonnat
20. 1968. The GRAND SLAM
contest will be held on Sat .
SIGN THREE
July 13, 1968 at the Little
Second League baseball field Times for
CHICAGO 17$
mound draft choice Bob Wallace, each age group will be announ
an end from the University of cm" at a later date
Texas at El Paso. signed MonGeorge Metcalf, Jaycee Con
day with the Chicago Bears of test Director stated that Per
the National Football League, gonna Baseball Grand Slam's
The Bears also Otin,;urged objective is to teach and de
the signings of tight end line velop baseball skills promote
hacker Emilio Valler of A)lew physical tithes', instill good
Mexico. University and flvank- sportsmanship, and provide fun
er-datesudve back Willie Dear, with a purpose for summer ac
Ion of Prairie View Nig
tivity
MI national finalists will be
,flown
via American Airlines,
De
fe
1711
nding
PARIS
champion Roy Emerson of Au ;first (lass to the Site of the na
strati& beat Cliff Richey of San Ltional competition.
For more information on the
Angelo, Texas, 0-6. 6 3 t1-6, 119 in a fourth round match of !GRAND SLAM program or for
the fourth round match of the entry blanks found re,t
Freneh Open tennis champion able. , all George Met, :,If at
shiPs-

753 fYi714

Because of the shortage of help we are selling out
Sykes Bros. Lumber Company and it will be moved from
its present location on New Concord Road.
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Down through the years, we have furnished the
people of Calloway and surrounding counties with both
rough and finished lumber. We have been most pleased
to be able to furnish heavy timbers for bridge work, construction work, and other jobs which had need of large
rough timber.
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We have attempted to remain in business, not only
for _personal reasons, but for the benefit of the peCIple of
this area who have depended on us for so long a time for
lumber, posts, and timbers which would be difficult to
obtain elsewhere.
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We have been unable to obtain proper help over the
past several months, and therefore made the decision to
sell out the mill completely.
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Your patronage has been appreciated over the past
years and we regret that we must close down.
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Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.
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Dodson or call 753-6293.
located 202 Irwan. Call 435to avoid a penalty. D. W. Shoe4333 for information.
3-14-C maker, Clerk.
3-17-C
SIAMESE KITTENS, $15.00.
on Lakeway Shores. Phone Beautiful, healthy, lovingly and 2-ROOM furnished apartment.
WILL DO baby sitting in my
3-12-C ready to go Mrs. Seale, 514 Call 753-8801.
J-14-P home. Call 753-7513.
3-15-P
Broad Street. Call 753-7770.
EY FURGERSON baler,
FOUR APARTMENTS for the
J-15-C
OFFERED
SERVICES
Holland rake, New Holland
summer. Vacant June 1. Marnditioner. Will sell all three A 1967 BSA. 650 CC's. Like ried couples or boys. Nice clean.
ether or conditioner separate new. Call 753-3738.
3-15-P Everything furnished. Reason- MAINTENANCE Unlimited Janbaler and rake. All in
able rates. Call 753-5617 or 753- itor Service, Commercial, InResidential. Call becondition. Call John Me- AKC REGISTERED German 1257.
H-J-14-C dustrial,
tween 2 and 6, 492-8485.
uistoe, Route 2 Puryear, Tenn. Shepherd puppies. Nine weeks
June-37-C
TFNC old, wormed and weaned. Good NEW 10' WIDE, two-bedroom
7-3069.
bloodlines for guard dogs or trailer. Children welcome. Call
sewing in
CHEVROLET pick up. pets. Males $35.00, females 753-4481.
do
LIKE
to
WOULD
J-14-C
rt wheel base, 6 cylinder, $25.00. Call 247-3302 or contact
my home Call 753-7387 after
3-17-C
000 actual miles. Sherrill Brenda Bucy, Route 1, Buchan- UNFURNISHED duplex apart- 5:00 p. ni,
tland. Phone 753-3786. .1-15-C an, Tenn.
3-15-P ment, three blocks from down- SUMMER WORK wanted by
town. Suitable for single lady
carpet beauty doesn't show? AIR
teacher. Call 753-7779 J-14-C
CONDMONER, 20,000 only. Allen Rose, 753-3690.
It right and watch it BTU.ExceUent condition. Call
J-15-P REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Use Blue Lustre. Rent 753,6803.
J-15-P
c shampooer $1. Big K.
BEAUTIFUL, 4-bedroom home
J.15.c USED PORTABLE typewriter,
NOTICE
Located at 1612 Loch Lomond
excellent condition, Smith Co..atomo
Dr., 100 yards from Robertson
MODEL refrigerator with rona, 753-7430 after 4:30 p. m.
ELECISOLUX SALES h Ser- School. 2 baths, living room and
er compartment. Good con.1.15-C
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. large panelled kitchen, busily
on. Copper color. $50. Phone
combination.
Special
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3170, room
2234.
3-13-P
H-June-21-C features; wall-to-wall carpetLynnville, Ky.
FOR RENT
UTIFUL Manchester puping throughott, central heat
toys, famous ROOMS FOR boys. One block VIET THE ANTIQUE HOUSE, and air-conditioning. Owner
medium
the
See
Street
Main
nywillow bloodline, AKC. from campus. Summer rates. 353 Earn
leaving the city. House priced
bertsvWe 362-4348.
J-17-P Will take fall applications. Pri- new gift department. We buy to sell. Call 759-4937 for aptrade seriques. Book- pointment.
343-P
• -FECT Persian kittens - vate entrance. Phone 753-5756 sell and
cases, walnut and glass, built
753-2558.
or
June-24-C
ue, cream, CFA. GilbertsvWe,
Verifieetiocs.
-BEDROOM
3-15-C
NEW
brick
3
locatyour
to
., 362-4348.
3-17-P NEW FURNISHED apartments,
ed in southwest Murray. Many
TERIGTIDTP Call Ward Termite desirable features, including
CHEVROLET, hdoor post, air-conditioned. Williams Apart- for free estimate. All woe_ guar- Large kitchen-dm combination,
Phone
753ments,
St.
So.
38th
tor recently overbilled. Call
anteed. Five year contracts.
..July-I-C Five room hoops treated, $65.00 1% baths, carpeting and ap7814
3-13-P
pliances. Price has been lowerWard Peg& Control, 1612 College ed for quick sale-also can arCOW with two weeks old THREE-ROOM furnished apart755-6501.
phone
Read,
Farm
range financing for qualified
Phone 436-2290.
3-14-C ment for college students, boys
July-11-P buyer. Call 753-3903.
or girts. Call 753-7923.
343-C
.1-13-C
UE TO DIVORCE we have
Pointer
aid
WEEKS
KIGIIT
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom het&
e Singer Automatic Ziz-Zag FURNISHED, modern 2-bedregistered- Grandsons and house on So 16th Street, Cell
ng machine. Monograms, room lake cottage, accommodat- pups, daughters
BOOM
or
grand
753-5270
TFC
tonholes, sews on buttons, ing six. Call Greene Wilson, for
White Knight. noes 7534118.
hems, twin needle, fan- weekly reservations, after 5:00
3-LS-C
H-J-13-C
WANTED TO BUY
designs, etc. Just assume p. m, 753-3536.
9 payments of $6.36 mon- TRAILER FOR RENT, Dill's MOTOR ROUTES open. Contact
WANTED:
Good used shallow
Write to Box 32-H c/o Led- Trailer Park, apply after 4:00 Louisville-Courier Journal, 753well
pump.
Phone 753-3102.
& Times.
J-18-C p. m. Phone 753-2930. J-14-C 7116.
TFC
FERGUSON Tractor, with NEW 10' WIDE 2-bedroom
plow and blade. Call 753- trailer. Private, married cou3-14-P ple. Call 753-4481.
J-14-C
MUSTANG, 289, stick, rad 4-ROOM HOUSE,
unfurnished.
and heater. See at 1607

COLD DRINKS, Restaurant
Pool Room and Tobacco IAceases are on ale at the County Court Clerk's Office now.
Conic at once and get yours,

HELP WANTED
WOMAN TO STAY with lady
recuperating from surgery, light
house work. Salary, room and
meals. Phone 753-8090 after
TFNC
5:00 p. m.
WANTED: Beautician, pleasant
working conditions, hours 9-5,
excellent earning opportunity.
Contact Lady Fair Beauty Salon, Ken-Bar Inn, Gilbertsville,
Ky. Pione 362-8321, extension 6.
11?
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Litany of love
AUCTION SALE
NEW YORK (UPI - Love
ANTIQUE Auction Sale, June is much, much more than sex
15, at 2:00 p. m. This is a com- -it is, in fact, a many-splenmunity auction. Bring anything dored thing- according to a
to sell or trade and pay only lady professor of behavioral
the auctioneer fee. You may sciences.
also use our custom mining
Dr. Margaret E. Nix of Pace
and furniture refinishing ser- College Graduate School, puts
vices. Plenty of parking space. It this way: Love is supportive,
Store open for buying and sell- love is generous, love is kind,
ing, daily. Good antiques of all love is firm, love means discipkinds. This sale will run every line, love is selfless, love is con3rd Saturday of the month. cerned, love requires energyHubert's Antique Store, 4 miles and love is a two-way street.
south of Murray, Ky., Hwy. 641. and
Stewart, charged with
Telephone 492-8714, Hazel, Ky. breaking
windows, was reJ-13-C manded for observation
GLASGOW, Scotland UPT)
-James Stewart. 33, was asked by a police court magistrate
If he had anything to say.
"Yes, my lord," said Stew-

art. "May I have permission
to kiss this policewoman'
,
"
Permission was riot granted

OLDEST LIVING COWIIIGY •Jack Hart, 97, first cousin of the
late silent screen cowboy star, William S. Hart, is the oldest
cowboy still active, according to the Rodeo Cowboy MAY:Wilttion. He is shown at a rodeo in Las Vegas. He liven on
ranch in Alamo, Calif.. and is a horse groomer

Old Man
Of The Chaco
BUENOS AIRES UPI) A police patrol searching for
bandits in the wilds of the Argentine Chaco this spring came
across an assertedly 130-yearold chief of the Maga Indians,
the newspaper "La Nacion" reported.
Photographs showed
the
chief as a wizened man; bent
with age, with white chin
whiskers and mustache. The
Pllagas live by weaving ponchos and sashes, raising sheep
and goats. and hunting and
fishing

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Bivalve
mollusks
11-Spade
12-Darts
14-Path
15.Eagle's
nest
17-Latin
cot punction
18-Number
19-Carousal
20-Room in harem
21-King of
Bashes
22-Seeory
23-Unlock
24-Citizens of
a country (pl
26-Squander
27-Told
falsehood
28-thstroct
in Germany
29-Twirls
31.Egyptian
peasants
34-AH•ction
35-Liquid
measure (pi.)
36-11abytonian
deity
37-Beverage
38-Tapestry
39-Arrity
Force (abbr.)
40-Note of scale
41-frozen dew
42-Land measure
43-Utter sharp
outcry
45-Path described
by one obnict
around another
(p1)
47 Smooths
4$ Musical
instruments
DOWN
1 Alter
2 Solitary
3 Nail,

4-Pronoun
5 Struck
6-Peeled
7-Great Lake
8'taut
9 Behold!
10-Country of
Europe
11 Sailing vessei
13-Remain erect
lteGoddess of
discord
19-Transactions
20-Musical drama
22 Backbone
23-Semi-precious
stones
25 Fruit
26-Seasons
28-Lawmaker
29 Shuts
noisily

„

1

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

00MO 02100 GOO
COWO
011a
UM0M33 UM 000
00000
OCIM1iOO13 CU
UMMUM 000 H00
ME 0000000 MEI
00E1 COMO
00 00000390
PICIMMN W000
UMM ON BR10100
0MO MORO MOO
000 MOO MGM
/3

mom
soon

mna
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38-Island off
Ireland
39.Tart
41 Toll
42 Man's
nickname
44 Rnised
version (abbr.)
46-Note of scale

30-Protective
organization
31 -Evergreen
tress
32-Vital organs
33 Vaults
35-School dances
(collat.)
7
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®
WHAT A BITTER BLOW.

I CAN'T BELIEVE It!

iW AlECHANiC HA5 BEEN
1RAM5FERRED 10 THE INFONTRge!

A,IVCSIM 1%---VP.ALLIE
Anew Western thrilhor

BY RICHARD POOLE
From the Doubleday & Co novel. Copyright C INS time
Well,. Distributed by Xing Features Erad1CIMA
WHAT HAS merger:NED
When Greg Corwin bought the
Ifembling T ranch from Hobe Terall in Wyoming s Sioux Valley he
tad no idea he was playing into a
bed of trouble lie began to
rove, thlo. KA h.Amanda
e a neighboring rancher from
aeribusher. She believed they were
• the pay of Vale 1Ddwards, owner
• Bar T Feeling he should be
Neutral until he heard the Edwards
M. of the dispute. he Ifrat to see
lilen Edwards denied responsibility
Amanda's ambush Then Fred
the banker in Redman.
Jager
ought to buy out Comer' Greg reweed to sell hoping peai e would
*urn to the sane). Hi. hope. were
Imbed when he found few es down
ProPerly burned before Aman_
CAT." with Hal Stern r.1 Anchor
h and Bob Hoskins of Rafter
to ask what side h.. was going
•take

to your ranch for a week or , and be talk alike' She moved
so"
even Omer, her eyes sparking
, "Yes. I have to pick up where angrily "And Bar Y would let
us know! It's a clear warning
"Tali left off."
"Then I'll drop in. By them, Sell out or else. Main thing is.
you'll figure how you stand at- , Bar Y did that. All of us-and
ter Amanda shows you around." that means you have to band
Do that, but right now- "
together to Drht Bar Y. We
"Wait' Just wait an hour can't do it alone, one at a time
more, thht's all."
That's the way Bar Y is pick Greg moved Into the ranch int us off. But banded torethrind with her. They entered a
male that threaded the hills.
"The fight started before I
Beyond. Amanda kept a course came to Sioux Valley. You know
to the northeast.
why I'm staying out."
"You're a puncher a ranch'Greg, you can't' Bar Y will
er. This won't be very nice to just wait for the right time
see. It Was even worse three
CHAPTER 13
days ago when we found it. I
"I've heard that over and
r"
,REG CORWIN told Amanda think yi u're going to hate Bar
and Hal Stern what he had Y in a minute cr two as much over. and I've thought it over
and over. I know I'm gambling
e and why. They listened as we do "
but getting in a shooting war is
thout interruption but he
She moved ahead. Greg foleven worse I told Bar Y ti
d see their minds had closed lowed her out into a small valtrust him. Still he pressed on. Icy that swept northward to a count me out. I'm telling the
ng to make them under- far line of hills beyond the ' rest of you That's final."
nd why he should remain straight glittering barbed-wire ' "I've tried to be your friend
teal. Gradually Amanda Icst fence So thoee far hills, he Corwin. I've tried to show you
e of her linger, though she knew, were on Bar Y range. facts like the cattle out there
and you even helped me out
Mainly did not agree. Stern sat Then he saw, this side of the
tiff and obdurate, long fingers fence, at least a score of forms of an ambush."
"I'd like to help now but- "
stating a soft but angry tattoo lying on the ground.
"You're scared as well as a
the chair arm.
He loked on dead cattle
stubborn fool. We've always
."So that's the way at is."
-Over twenty head."
helped one another here. But
Ilreg finished. "I'm a stranger
"How' Poison'"
sere and I have no quarrel
"Rifle bullets Over twenty don't you count on it now. Just
with anybody.head' Know how much loss that do what you can by yourself
when Bar Y comes riding up to
Stern pulled himself up. "You is'!"
sake it -sound reaeonable. I'll
"And you think Bar Y did take over Tumbling T."
She raced to her horse
ay that. But the brand reads It,
',
sprang into- the saddle, wheeled
Sat like it did before."
"Come with me."
Hoskins refilled his glass.
She picked her way between and raced off
• • •
*Hal, _you're the jumpingest the dead animals, continued on
At the end of the week, Greg
min I ever saw. Makes me. a distance and stopped. She
ired to watch your-Like what pointed to the ground and then drove the buckboard into Redgou're thinking now. Me. Fm her arm swept northward to man for supplies. Cal trotting
tot so sure I wouldn't try to do the. fence. "We found sign here his gray horse alongside. Greg
that Corwin's doing was I new
still a bit of it left, see' of partially circled the square unad got hoodwinked by Hobe riders coming from beyond the ul he found an empty hltehrack
terra]] Now br;'s the one sold
They rounded up our ; and pulled in, Inai tied the grayfenc.
eat in more ways'n one. if you beef Understand? roundcd p l and the two men walked to
mit me"
and then . . . this. There'tM general store.
It was filled with puncher
rib is
"Thanks." Greg said dryly..
Was sign leading north again. '
"For what'!" Hoskins lifted,
trust the word f an and thwnsPe"Ple• TheyY
. that would do this to ° Iy eyed Greg but none spoke.
as glass• "I'm the one to be [outfit
[
ahanking you."
your neighbor' Whatever you Greg frowned at this lack of
the usual range courtesy. Cal
Amanda Zane stood uninev:
e
'wre
told or promised means
explained in a low voice AA thPV
ag. "Mr. Corwin. maybe Bob nothing. You can bet on it."
e right about you."
"Maybe.. But until then, I examined harness at the back
"It's the way I see it." Greg have to keep my word don't of the store.
"Word's spread about you
nrwered flatly "I'll fight noThose are Anchor and Rocking
aid), Your quarrel's your own
"But you see this''
ad has rething to do with
"I see it.- he nodded grimly, Chair people and some from
"and I'd sure like to get hold the south of the valley. They've
"Suppose it did 7"
of the sneak riders that did it." heard you ain't taking sides
Or maybe that you've thrown in
"I'D need proof of it'"Then
"
"If veil mean it. come with
"Tracks. cut fence but did with Bar Y."
The people in the store moved
54
va it see the riders?"
et
II. "Now
"Of cc urs0 not! They didn't slowly about the Males, buying
supplies, exchangingicommenta
"New unless .
wii.t around to get caught."Let.me saddle up"
. "Then how do you know it Now and then Greg caught
searching. weighing eyes on him
"
was Bar Y" Did they cut their searching,
They ciinie to the Roe-king own fence and leave clear sign but they would slide away when
%air road and Stern reined to no you'd know who'd done it 7 they met his. There was no real
hostility, only reserve and withne side
Neither Edwards nor Yates
"I'll leave you here. No point looked like fools to me. Did you drawal. He would not be admitted to their company until
to, going on. since I've been call in the sheriff'"
they were sure of him.
Isere and don't want to 'tee it
"Yes and he said there was
gain Colman will you be (lose
peotf against Bar Y. You
To Br Costfilorred.__Thrriorrop.,
Front the Doubleday & Co. novel Coma-light C 190
e F. Well. Di-tribute/ 11” King Fcritine• Byndkalle.
•
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by Ernie Busbnuller
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TAKE ONE OUT TO
THAT POOR LITTLE
POOCH

ROLLO, THE
RICH BOY, IS
TAKING ME
TO LUNCH
TODAY

Abbie 'N Slats
==i
- bUT

4

WHO DID YOU
MURDER, DOC SAM?

A DOCTOR BY THE NAME
OF STEVEN BRETT. AND
NOW THAT YOU KNOW
THE TiltUri-I, I'LL
BE LEAVING, THIS
TIME FOR 6000,)

BUT THEY MST HAVE
IT WAS
ACAQUITTEO YOU, CXX
ONLY A
SAM, THAT MEANS
TECHNICALITY,
THERE WAS
KIT.

REASONABLE
DOUBT ABOUT
YOUR 6UILT .

LH' Abner

HOW DO WE KNOW
CAN DESTROY
THE WORLD? YOU

A-SR-

by R. Van Buren

••• U I Pe.
Oh •••••

-,ou

-F-Az.v/r- aL/SA/A1

THEY COULDN'T LOCATE
DRETT'S BODY. IF THEY'D
FOUND IT, I'D BE
BEHIND BARS OR'WORSE .

- - AP .•••••
L.•114.•••

by Al Capp
-AND YOU
FELLAS
CAIN\T
TAKE fl-4E
CHANCE!!

NIqU GCT US THERE,NUT!!

MERCIFULL‘I!! A LI'LSMOKECLOUD'LL
APPEAR AN N A MATTERO'MINUTES
IT'LL ENVELOP Ter EARTH.? WHEN IT
CLEARS, EVERY HOOMiN BEANIL ESE
DEAD AS A MACKEREL- WAIT
AN' SEE --

MIGHT BE A

n'emearrek-e•
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FRI. ONLY, STARTS AT NOON

A's the Sun Goes Down, The Prices Go Down Too at All Kuhn's Variety Storm The
Madness Starts at 12 NOON. With MAD-MAD Bargains In Every Department.
Many Items In Limited Quantities, So Get There Before The Moon Gets Too High
In The Sky. Sunshine Quality at Moonlight Prices. Join In The Fun-Saving Tonight
At Kuhn's.
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RUG SPECIAL

BAR-B-OUE GRILLS
Rea. $5.95
Os“ By
M.eagbW

.I

Lady Arnold 16 Piece

DINNERWARE SET

$ 88

66

Regular $5.98
value, Only

Regularly Priced
at $11.118
Full room size (lilYz Ft. x 11 lAz Ft.), 100% Viscose Loop
Tweed Rugs, with Tuff Hide Rubber Cushion Bock. Sides
reinforced for longer wear. Won't chip, crock or stick to
the floor. Available in Brown, Green, Block, Candystrip* ond Beige

A Full 21" Portable Folding Kitcfsen suitcase
for vocation or bockyord cooking. The compact design makes it smasy to carry and r•quires a minimum ol storage spoon. The
heavy gauge steel fire bowl insures durability
and strength. Fingertip adivstment makes
chenges in cooking heights safe and easy.

Th

GARBAGE CANS

C.
Yes

Sale Price

sal
hot

'2"

117C

a Ele
V. nes
salt
Oil
hot
chi;
and
svit
bill

Attractive, durable tableware for the
whole family.
Full 20 Gallon Size, Mode of
Galvanized Metal.

Ore

-

hay
doll
last
the

(C4

Kodacolor
FILM CARTRIDGE

Lydia Grey

LADIES PANTIES
Reg $1 15 Value

For Instornatic Cameros

D FILM
POLAROI
"Swinger"

for the

Regular $1.99
Value,
Reduseel
Tonight Only
t

Our Regular
Price of 51 29
Moonlight Madness
Pric•

Camera

77c

TOILET TISSUE

1111

Moonlight Madness low
low, price of only

NAPKINS

77c

Packages
Of 3
Per Only

Tonight Only

LUXURY BATH SET
Tonight Only

2 42c

Per Pkg.
Of 4 Rolls
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